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Hello, Brothers! Welcome to our Fall 2017 Newsletter! I hope you enjoy!
I am Beverlyn Law, your Editor in Chief this term. I am currently a junior
Marketing major with a minor in Retail Studies. I enjoy fashion blogging and
visiting art museums and galleries. Despite my short time being a Brother, I
have witnessed our Gamma Xi chapter grow both socially and professionally.
From having a day retreat to Santa Cruz to guest lectures from KPMG to Minigolfing with Alumni to visiting Facebook's VP of Growth, it is no doubt that our
chapter has accomplished a lot this year.
My vision for this Fall issue was to showcase our chapter's professional growth
as well as all the memories we have made together this year. The theme
revolves around over coming obstacles through Brotherhood. In this issue I
have included a timeline of our events, a photo gallery, and event highlights. I
hope you enjoy reading this newsletter, and I am looking forward to all the
future accomplishments of Gamma Xi!
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timeline
09/30/17

Day Retreat at Santa
Cruz

10/15/17

Picnic with the
Pledges

10/20/17

Halloween Haunt with
Rho

10/28/17

Brotherhood Games

11/10/17

Meeting Facebook's VP
Growth

11/11/17

Mini-Golf With Alumni
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Letter from Our
President:
Alexander Wu
Nelson Mandela once said, “I never lose. I either win or I learn.” Having been part of Delta
Sigma Pi for a majority of my college career, I can say with certainty that the fraternity and
its members has done far more for me than I have done for it. Investing myself in the
organization’s executive committee since my first year, I’ve learned and matured from
every position I’ve taken on and every obstacle I’ve endured that has led me to the position
of President that I administer today. Though the invaluable experiences offered have taught
me what it means to be a leader, the inspirational members within the chapter are the
special elements that truly inspire me to be the man I hope to be one day.
Delta Sigma Pi’s people are the ones that have molded my mentality and shaped my
aspirations to reach far beyond my capabilities and potential. Through every resilient
member who I’ve become well acquainted with and every knowledgeable member who I’ve
come to for words of wisdom, I’ve developed the outlook to never accept failure as a loss,
but rather a lesson. A lesson to remain steadfast in my optimism and ambitions in hopes of
not only becoming a prominent person within my industry of choice, but also developing
into a role model and role of support for my family and close friends, which guides my
thinking and vision for the future of the chapter.
Delta Sigma Pi Gamma Xi chapter has earned it’s highly revered position within Santa Clara
University through its constant improvement and push towards creating better and equal
opportunities for its members to thrive not only within the Leavey Business School but also
in the professional working world. As the chapter continues to improve, I hope that future
generations will continue the strong and effective traditions we’ve created that focus on the
professional and personal development of the individual as well as the social development
of the brotherhood. Through this, I strongly believe that the chapter will only improve in
the quality of events and opportunities provided that will give members an advantage in the
professional world.

Fraternally,
Alex Wu
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A Word From the VP of Pledge
Education: Rafi Sy
It has been and continues to be a great joy and learning experience for myself serving as the VP of Pledge
Education for the Alpha Theta pledge class. My first priority for this pledging process was for everyone to
learn and grow in their respective ways, including myself. In order to see this goal through, I emphasized
fostering an inclusive and encouraging environment at all times. Moreover, taking the extra time to not only
be a mentor to each individual pledge, but to also be a friend helped each pledge to have the optimal
learning experience.
I am proud of all that the Alpha Theta pledge class has accomplished together, from fundraising to
community service to team bonding, they have been successful in their many endeavors. More importantly,
they have overcome obstacles and dealt with adversity not alone, but together. Seeing all that has led the
pledge class to bond over time into the family that they are today is rewarding in itself. For myself, as I look
back on what we have accomplished together, there is not one particular instance that stands out as my
“favorite memory”. However, knowing that I have in some way touched and left a lasting positive impact on
each of my soon-to-be brothers is the greatest reward. After all, that is what brotherhood is all about.
My hope for the Alpha Theta pledge class after they crossover into the brotherhood of Delta Sigma Pi is that
they are all eager to one day give back to the brotherhood. I also hope that I have properly demonstrated
that giving back and sharing is equally as rewarding and important as receiving and learning.
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The
SemiAnnual
Brotherhood
Games
FEATURING ALPHA THETA'S
FAVORITE MEMRORIES
Despite not placing in this year's games, BroGames
was a fun-filled event. Alpha Theta only had a week
to prepare for the October 28th Brotherhood games,
but were able to put on an amazing skit and dance!
Their favorite memories from BroGames include:
Dana: "It was really nice bonding with our pledge
class."
Kristie: "I liked playing sports with my pledge bros
and cheering people on and being supportive.
Jordan: "The practices were fun, especially when we
made the backdrop because we had to improvise
using cotton from tampons to make the clouds."
Skanda: "I really enjoyed playing frisbee with some
Brothers, specifically, Rafi and Alvin."
Ashley: "I'm glad we got the chance to bond more
with the Brothers during the idle time with
Chick-fil-A."
Erich: "I was looking forward to bubble soccer but I
still had fun playing football with Brothers."
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Visiting Facebook
& Meeting
Alex Schultz

Thanks to the hard work of our VP Professional
Development, Kai Hirota, Gamma Xi had the privilege to
meet Facebook's VP of Growth, Alex Schultz on Friday,
November 10. Before meeting Mr. Schultz we were given a
sneak peek into Facebook's headquarters and were
amazed at how colorful and bright the space was. We were
then taken into a large meeting room to learn about Mr.
Schultz's story on how he became the VP of Growth.

BY

BEVERLYN

LAW

He studied physics at Cambridge University but was
exposed to SEO Marketing when he started his own paper
airplanes website. He realized the potential to grow by
understanding search engine optimization. Fast-forward to
his work at Facebook, and Mr. Schultz explained that the
growth of Facebook's user base is closely tied with
developing countries having more access to the internet
and people making more and more friends on their social
network. He also hopes that Facebook will continue looking
for the next technological trend that can continue making
themselves more and more relevant over the next few
years.
It was a pleasure meeting and hearing Mr. Schultz's story,
and Gamma Xi looks forward to the next Professional
event!
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Chau Nguyen
Alpha Gamma
Class of 2017
Benefit Cosmetics

Alexander Golden
Alpha Beta
Class of 2017
Tiffany Iskandar

Tesla

Psi
Class of 2016
BlackRock

Kylie Chun
Alpha Alpha
Class of 2017

Alvin Susilo

Monica Lam

Alpha Gamma

Alpha Gamma

Class of 2017

Class of 2017

Ernst & Young, SJ

Ernst & Young, SJ

Ernst & Young, SJ

Amrit Bajwa
Alpha Delta
Class of 2017
Ernst & Young, SJ

Carolyn Harada
Isaac Yung

Alpha Beta

Alpha Beta

Class of 2017

Class of 2017

Ernst & Young, LA

PwC, SJ
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Special Thanks To:
It has been a wonderful term serving you as your Editor in
Chief. I really enjoyed creating this Fall Edition for Gamma
Xi and documenting our wonderful memories and the
progress we have made as a chapter. I hope you enjoyed
this Fall Edition and look forward to the future memories
and successes of Gamma Xi. Thank you, Brothers, for your
support!

Our Sponsors:

Contributors:
Helena Le
Rafi Sy
Alexander Wu
Alpha Theta Pledge Class

Photographers:
Carlie Cuddihy
Amy Roat
Taryn Tachino
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